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Abstract
Ancient sources, modern scholarship, and modern popular media have misled audiences about the truth of
the typical diet of the Roman lower strata. Modern movies and books, as well as ancient satire, a popular
cultural medium of its time, put forth a stereotype of the lifestyle of rich citizens of Imperial Rome as
contrasted with the poor Romans’ humble fare. Modern media, influenced by ancient satire, plays into
stereotypes of the Imperial Romans stuffing themselves on dormice and grapes while their servants go
hungry. The misconception in modern media may have been created by a misreading of ancient satire,
which is critical in nature. When the critical aspect of satire is misinterpreted, the elaborate and excessive
meals are taken at face value rather than read as symbolic. In ancient satires, the depictions of both simple
meals and fantastic banquets are exaggerated and must be interpreted as symbolic of the character serving
or eating the meal. Modern representations of the ancient Romans’ diet, inaccurately influenced by
ancient literature such as the satires of Horace, Juvenal, and Petronius, differ from recent findings of
archaeologists in Herculaneum and Pompeii. The modern misrepresentation seems to come from a
mistake in equating the food symbolic of the Roman upper strata with high nutritional value as well as
equating the food symbolic of the lower strata to low nutritional value. An analysis of the food depictions
in ancient literature and recent archeological findings suggest that poor Romans ate a healthier and more
varied diet than is commonly believed.

Introduction
Food is a very effective means of communicating identity, and so is used by television shows
and movies to establish characterization. Often, the food portrayed is exaggerated to convey the
critical differences between characters. This practice has perpetuated in the public a
misunderstanding of the diet of poor ancient Romans. Until recently, academic literature in the
Classical community confirmed this dull outlook on Roman diet. Archeological findings,
however, paint a more vibrant picture of a varied and healthy diet for the poor Romans in the
Bay of Naples. The misunderstanding of the diet of the poor may have resulted from a
misreading of ancient literature, which served as the best evidence before recent archeological
exploits in Pompeii and Herculaneum. To coincide with this new evidence from the Bay of
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Naples, a new reading of ancient satire must be considered: that the food depicted is not evident
of historical living conditions, but is used to define characters, just as television shows and
movies do today.
The Poor, Defined
The poor may be defined as the plebs or populus, the populace which Juvenal disregarded as
wanting only “bread and circuses”.1 Based on this separation between the Roman elite and the
undifferentiated mass, it may be thought that the masses were “destitute and dependent on the
corn dole,” but this dichotomy is based on politics rather than archeological evidence.2 Although
noting that economic and social homogeneity cannot be assumed for the mass of the Roman
population, Morley argues in reference to diet that “there were no significant differences in terms
of quality or quantity across the mass of the population”.3 Morley would define the poor as
“those who, in unknown numbers, failed to leave any significant mark in the historical record,”
but this does not do well to describe their nutritional status.4 There existed in this historically
insignificant population, however, “well fed, reasonably prosperous, and fairly secure” laborers
such that they would be above those who lived closer to the subsistence level.5 In this paper, the
poor will be defined as those who lived in small, cramped apartments such as the insula, those,
such as farmers, who were required to engage in strenuous physical labor to maintain a level of
subsistence, or those for whom most or all their buying power went towards food.
Modern Scholarship
The modern misconception of the nutritional dichotomy between the rich and poor laborers of
Rome may stem from academic literature that misinterpreted ancient satire. It is commonly
thought that poor Romans were restricted to a simple diet of bread, porridge, and sometimes
wine, figs, and olives if they were fortunate. Until recently, most academic literature verifies this
teaching. In her book As the Romans Did, Shelton compares the meals of the rich and the poor,
stating: “the poorest Romans ate little other than wheat” while “the wealthy, of course, could
afford a wide variety of meats, vegetables, cheeses, and fruits”.6
Sippel proclaims in his book Dietary Deficiency Among the Lower Classes of the Late
Republican and Early Imperial Rome:
Below the middle economic level, the variety and availability of nutritive food
would have been considerably more restricted. The essential diet of the poor could
have been little more than coarse bread washed down with water… and, perhaps,
the rare addition of some pulses and wine of the roughest sort.7
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Peter Garnsey later agrees with this, saying, “[i]t may be that no more precise
and informative statement on the subject of diet and health of ordinary, poor
Romans can be made”.8
Archeological Evidence
Recent archeological evidence suggests that many popular beliefs about the diet of ordinary
ancient Romans are false. The Herculaneum Project's case study of the Insula Orientalis II, an
apartment block in Herculaneum, has shed some light on the diet of Herculaneum’s inhabitants.
The size of the apartments and the fact that they were placed above shops where the inhabitants
likely worked reveals that they belonged to the poor.9 The richer residents of Herculaneum lived
in larger, stand-alone houses inside the city or in villas surrounding the city.
Below the Insula Orientalis II block, archeologists found a sewer system, Cardo V, that acted
more like a septic tank in that the waste remained under the block instead of being flushed away
out of the city or into a waterway. The archaeological importance of this unusual sewer system
derives from its limitation to this specific apartment block. Its waste is confined to Insula
Orientalis II, meaning that it is the waste of only the ordinary shop-keepers and apartment
inhabitants, not mixed with the waste of wealthier citizens. One can assume that the waste of the
Cardo V sewer is limited to the workers and inhabitants of the apartment block because it is
unlikely that customers of the shops would use these latrines due to the grab-and-go nature of
these stores.10 Sealed off the by volcanic ash from eruption of Mt. Vesuvius, the sewage was
carbonized. This resulted in the preservation of the organic material, which has been analyzed to
determine the diet of those who inhabited this block.11
Disproving modern conceptions, archeologists found a variety of foods, including fifty
species of fish, eggs, and spices. This reveals that even the poorer inhabitants of Herculaneum
ate a varied diet of prepared foods. The foods found in the greatest abundance in the sewer were
figs, olives, grains, grapes, and fish.12 Based on the sizes of the apartments and the organic
waste below, it was determined that fresh or salted fish were consumed by residents of various
financial capabilities. It can thus be inferred that "particular species of fish, usually the smaller
types, were both inexpensive and habitually available for purchase in Herculaneum".13
Another idea undermined by the archaeological evidence from Herculaneum is that these
foods of the poor were bland and seldom prepared. Black pepper, all the way from India, was
found in two separate locations in the apartment block's sewer system.14 Two separate families,
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among the poorest living in Herculaneum, could afford this foreign spice. Not only could they
afford to eat, but they could afford to flavor their meals with a more luxurious spice: "The
inhabitants of Ins. Or. II were of middle to lower socioeconomic standing and yet had the desire
and the financial means to purchase a wide variety of fish and fish sauce".15
Collagen testing of the skeletons found in Herculaneum revealed a wide distribution of diets.
Skeletons were not identifiable as of the rich or of the poor based on dietary differences. Instead,
a range of diets was found, from those who ate mostly protein to those who were nearly
vegetarian. The analysis of the mineral makeup of the skeletons determined that the diet of the
people of Herculaneum was “diverse and nutritious,” but lacking in nutrition from red meat, as
indicated by high levels of zinc and strontium in the bones, which are indicators of a diet of fish,
grains, and vegetables.16 Erica Rowan asserts that "the role of fish consumption and fishing in
the Roman world…has, until recently, been underplayed. However, …renewed scholarly
interest…has demonstrated the falsity of that view".17 From a sample of 72 remains from
Herculaneum, it was found through radiocarbon dating that the diet in Herculaneum consisted of
less than 20% of terrestrial meat by weight and that plant foods made up 50-75% of the diet by
weight.18 A diet in Herculaneum that consisted of 20% terrestrial meat was supplemented by
marine meat that contributed 10-50% of the total protein intake, whereas a diet that lacked
protein from terrestrial meat resulted in 30-65% of the total protein intake coming from marine
meats.19 The less access that residents of Herculaneum had to terrestrial protein, the more they
relied on the sea for their nourishment.
The skeletons which are evidenced to have belonged to laborers are “notably healthy”.20
Many of these skeletons show the signs of repeated, intense physical labor. The
overdevelopment of specific muscle groups leaves a mark on the bones and is a result of years of
repetition of the same movement, thus indicative of labor-intensive job held by the poor. The
case study of an individual skeleton, Erc. 28, found in Herculaneum is not enough to prove that
every industrial worker of Herculaneum had adequate nutrition, but highlights an example and
the possibility that the poor and working Romans of Herculaneum possessed access to nutritious
foods. Erc. 28 can be identified as an industrial worker due to signs of developed musculature,
herniation, or intervertebral disk degeneration, in the lumbar vertebrae, and lesions in the teeth
because of industrial use, such as to hold or tear cords or nets.21 “Observations of modern
fishermen show…similar development of the upper body parts,” so Erc. 28 is thought to have
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been a fisherman in Herculaneum.22 Although the teeth of Erc. 28 did not show the hypoplastic
lines suggestive of malnutrition, they did show unilateral wear of the incisors, the pointed teeth
used for shearing and cutting.23 This suggests industrial use of the teeth because the fisherman
would habitually use the same side, depending on the dominant hand, to clench down on rope
and eventually wear down his teeth unilaterally. The fisherman showed signs of overexertion,
evidence that he was not wealthy, but “all the data and the general appearance of the bones
suggest that this young man was healthy and well-nourished”.24
The skeletons of Herculaneum have an average height greater than that of the population of
Naples in the twentieth century, suggesting a healthier diet.25 Also, because of a diet without
added sugar and high levels of fluoride in their natural waters, their teeth have few cavities. Most
of the skeletons found in Herculaneum had “much better teeth than modern Western people,”
exhibiting “perfect edge-bite occlusion and few lesions”.26
Influence of an Ancient Satire: Horace
Due to a lack of archeological evidence before the 1980s, the modern understanding of the
Roman diet is based on ancient literature. In his second satire of his second book, Horace
discusses the virtues of living in moderation, especially in respect to food. He claims that this is
not his own teaching, but that he is reporting the teaching of the country farmer Ofellus.27 In this
satire, Ofellus was a farmer who lived modestly, but had his farm taken away.28 Because he was
happy living without many material goods or fine foods while he had his farm, he did not lose
his source of happiness when his farm was taken from him. A main point of Horace’s Epicurean
teaching is that expensive and lavish foods should not provide more pleasure and do not provide
better health than a simple diet. "Hunger is the best sauce," a phrase attributed to Socrates,
predates and summarizes Ofellus's first teaching that "bread and salt will calm down your
growling stomach perfectly well" and that people must "earn their sauce".29 While hunger may
make cheap food taste better, these lines are misleading in that they can suggest that poor
Romans did not use sauce or cook and prepare their meals to taste.
Ofellus also sees no use in the presentation of food. In his view, food is meant only to sustain
life, so he considers it a waste to buy exotic foods. As for wanting peacock, far more expensive
than chicken or pork, Ofellus asks, "cooked, does it keep its beauty?".30 Once prepared, the
colorful feathers are plucked and the peacock provides no more nutrition than chicken. Ofellus
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does allow for better food on occasions when the host is entertaining guests or there is a
celebration. If the best food is enjoyed too often, expensive food will start to become bland and
nothing will satisfy the over-indulged consumer: “the man whom excess has made bloated and
pale will not be capable of enjoying oysters and parrotfish or the exotic ptarmigan".31 The
importance of moderation has been taught throughout time, but Ofellus’s insistence on simple
fare may have been misinterpreted to suggest a diet with little to no enjoyment for all of those
who share his socioeconomic standing.
According to Ofellus, mixing food categories, such as boiled with roasted or sweet with
bitter, upsets the stomach.32 This teaching against variation and experimentation within meals
also goes against the archeological evidence discussed later, but serves as another cause for the
modern belief that poor Romans ate with little variation. Ofellus does not, however, want people
to eat so poorly that it sacrifices their health as in the case of Avidienus, the “dog,” who would
eat his food once it had spoiled.33 He teaches moderation in food, but not a fixation on food so
that the consumer is able to focus on the aspects of life that bring prolonged happiness and
pleasure.
The country mouse, depicted in Horace’s sixth satire of his second book, is like Ofellus in
that they both live in moderation. The country mouse has his rich friend, the city mouse, over for
dinner and gives him his best, saving little for himself.34 Because the country mouse is used to
simple fare of grains, he is happy having his guest eat his small portion of fruit and bacon
because it is the good company he seeks rather than the fine cuisine. In this act, the country
mouse has disassociated himself from fruit and meat although it was in his possession. The city
mouse, accustomed to feasts, held “disdain” for the meal set for him.35 Taken at face value, the
fable in this satire may suggest that poor country men were left eating grains while the rich in the
cities enjoyed lavish feasts and banquets. However, the foods depicted are the choices of the
characters and so do more to represent their choices and lifestyles rather than their economic
obligation and health.
Horace again addresses the diet of the wealthy in the eighth satire of his second book.
Nasidienus Rufus hosts a dinner party for his friends and a few prominent literary figures. This
satire is significant for our modern conception of the Roman diet. The satire describes a lavish
banquet with exotic foods, such as Lucanian boar and loin of turbot, and various wines to appeal
to every taste.36 The depictions of the lavish banquet in this satire have contributed to the modern
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perception that most wealthy Romans regularly ate fine foods associated with exceptional
nutrition.
Nasidienus can afford all these expensive foods and wines, yet he has trouble impressing his
guests with his culinary creations.37 As a parvenu, every part of his dinner party is created to
impress his friends and the literary figures, such that he conceals his past and presents himself as
one of them to increase his social standing.38 So that none of the guests misses what he thought
to be unique culinary creations, Nasidienus enlisted his friend Nomentanus to “point out
anything that might happen to escape [his guests’] notice”.39 When his tapestries fell and covered
their food with dust, Nasidienus broke down in tears “as though his son had died before reaching
manhood”.40 His guests, however, could hardly contain their laughter and mockery.41
Unfortunately for Nasidienus, this happened to be the most entertaining part of his own dinner
party.
If good conversation is the principle dish of a dinner party, as Cicero suggests42, then the
guests of Nasidienus were left wanting more. For those whom Nasidienus is doing his best to
impress, the food itself is not their source of happiness and enjoyment, but rather good company
as his guests were Maecenas and other notable poets.43 This Epicurean sentiment suggests a
better alternative of simpler foods and better conversation. Without conversation to pique their
interest, the guests fled Nasidienus “after taking [their] revenge in such a way that [they] tasted
nothing [of the last course] at all, as though Canidia, worse than African snakes, had breathed
poison on them”.44 Their greatest insult to Nasidienus was their refusal of the food by which he
attempted to define himself. By dismissing his food, they reject Nasidienus’s attempt to rise in
status. This denial of social acceptance for Nasidienus creates a chasm between those born into
lower classes, however wealthy they may be, and lavish foods enjoyed so often that the principle
dish is good conversation.
Conclusion
This modern academic literature, influenced by a misreading of ancient satire, is a potential
source of the misinformation spread by popular media concerning Ancient Rome. Rather than
used as historical evidence, the food depicted in the satires should be read as symbolic of the
character serving or consuming it because food is one of the "the most effective means of
expressing and communicating…identity" in literature.45 The recent archeological findings
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suggest that the working-class Romans inhabiting the Bay of Naples were in fact much healthier
than is commonly believed. Further research may be necessary to conclude whether this can be
said of the poor in the city of Rome. This will prove to be more difficult, however, as the most
useful archeological evidence in this research is a result of the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in 79
CE.
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